Year 5 are
Earthquake Explorers...

When we were making our Earthquake Explorers wall, I made an onomatopoeia poster with the word **CRUMBLE**. First, I folded the paper into thirds. Then I drew faint crumbled buildings. Finally, I put chunks of ‘rock’ in between the letters to make it look like the word had crumbled. It was fun! - Alyssa L.

Year 5 have been learning about earthquakes this term and have been making little projects and doing some science experiments. One of the things we made was a city that had been struck by an earthquake. - Anthony Y

It has been an exciting term so far for Year 5. We have been learning about earthquakes. One of them was as close to us as Newcastle! - Alex

We have been learning about what, how and why earthquakes happen. I can’t wait for more. - Chanel

My favourite fact is about the Richter and Mercalli Scales. They are used to measure earthquakes. - Kavin